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BH : according to LaPlace 
He gave a talk before Royal Astronomical Society in 
1783 on the gravitation of stars.  He used a thought 
experiment to explain that light would not leave the 
surface of a very massive star if the gravitation was 
sufficiently large. 

And he deduced: "Should such an object really exist 
in nature, its light could never reach us."

B.H.  radius   → 

https://phys.org/tags/stars/


  

General Relativity 1915

Deflection of starlightMercury orbit precession 



  

Eddington observation (1919)



  

Gravitational Lensing



  

Black Holes

Black holes are a fundamental prediction of 
the theory of general relativity (Einstein 1915). 

A defining feature of black holes is their event 
horizon, a one-way causal boundary in 
spacetime from which not even light can 
escape (Schwarzschild 1916). 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/meta#apjlab0ec7bib57
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/meta#apjlab0ec7bib166


  



Sun’s Structure

Core
 Where nuclear fusion 

occurs

Envelope
 Supplies gravity to keep 

core hot and dense



Main Sequence Evolution

Core starts with same 
fraction of hydrogen as 
whole star

Fusion changes H  He
Core gradually shrinks and 

Sun gets hotter and more 
luminous



•When stars initiate H 
burning in their cores,  
they are located on the 
zero-age main sequence 
(ZAMS).  

As they age, they evolve 
slowly away from the 
ZAMS.

Most stars, regardless of 
their mass, spend roughly 
90% of their total lifetimes 
as main sequence stars.

Main Sequence Evolution





Red Giant Phase
 He core

 No nuclear fusion
 Gravitational contraction produces 

energy

 H layer
 Nuclear fusion

 Envelope
 Expands because of increased 

energy production
 Cools because of increased 

surface area



Sun’s Red Giant PhaseSun’s Red Giant Phase



Movement on HR diagram



Helium Flash
 He core

 Eventually the core gets hot enough to 
fuse Helium into Carbon.

 This causes the temperature to 
increase rapidly to 300 million K and 
there’s a sudden flash when a large 
part of the Helium gets burned all at 
once.

 We don’t see this flash because it’s 
buried inside the star.

 H layer

 Envelope



Helium fusion does not begin right away because it requires higher 
temperatures than hydrogen fusion—larger charge leads to greater 
repulsion

Fusion of two helium nuclei doesn’t work, so helium fusion must 
combine three He nuclei to make carbon

Helium fusion



Red Giant after Helium Ignition

He burning core
 Fusion burns He into C, O

He rich core
 No fusion

H burning shell
 Fusion burns H into He

Envelope



Helium burning in the core stops

H burning is 
continuous

He burning happens in 
“thermal pulses”

Core is degenerate



Sun loses mass via winds

 Creates a “planetary 
nebula”

 Leaves behind core of 
carbon and oxygen 
surrounded by thin 
shell of hydrogen

 Hydrogen continues to 
burn



Bipolar planetary nebulae



Sun moves onto Asymptotic Giant Branch 
(AGB)



White dwarf

Star burns up rest of hydrogen
Nothing remains but degenerate core of 

Oxygen and Carbon
“White dwarf” cools but does not 

contract because core is degenerate
No energy from fusion, no energy from 

gravitational contraction
White dwarf slowly fades away…



Higher mass stars do 
not have helium flash



Nuclear burning 
continues past 
Helium

1. Hydrogen burning: 10 Myr
2. Helium burning: 1 Myr
3. Carbon burning: 1000 years
4. Neon burning: ~10 years
5. Oxygen burning: ~1 year
6. Silicon burning: ~1 day 
Finally builds up an inert Iron core



Multiple Shell Burning
Advanced 

nuclear 
burning 
proceeds in a 
series of 
nested shells



Advanced reactions in stars make elements like Si, S, Ca, Fe



Why does fusion stop at Iron?



Core collapse

 Iron core is degenerate and grows until it is too heavy to 
support itself

 Core collapses and iron nuclei are 
converted into neutrons with the emission 
of neutrinos

 Core collapse stops, neutron star is formed
 Rest of the star bounces off the new 

neutron star (also pushed outwards by the 
neutrinos)



Supernova explosion



  

Compact objects



  

Sirius B

● Sirius B discovered in 1862
● Luminosity : 0.056 sol. Lum.
● Temp. : 25 000° K

● Radius ? 



  

White Dwarfs
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● Sirius B discovered in 1862
● Luminosity : 0.056 sol. Lum.
● Temp. : 25 000° K

●

● Density ?



  

White Dwarfs

● Sirius B discovered in 1862
● Luminosity : 0.056 sol. Lum.
● Temp. : 25 000° K

●

●



  

Degenerate gas
For a degenerate gas : 

In a ideal gas : 

Therefore : 



  

The Chandrasekhar’s limit



  

The Chandrasekhar’s limit



  

Stability of Wds and NSs



  

White Dwarfs



  

White Dwarfs



  

Neutrons Stars



  

Neutrons Stars
● Surface layers    ρ ≤  10^6 g cm−3 

● Atomic polymers of 56Fe in the form of a close packed solid. 
● Strong surface magnetic fields → the atoms become cylindrical, the 

matter behaves like a one-dimensional solid   
● High conductivity parallel to the magnetic field and zero conductivity 

across it.

● Outer Crust   10^6  ≤  ρ ≤  4.3×10^11 g cm−3 
● Solid region  of matter similar to that found in white dwarfs, heavy 

nuclei forming a Coulomb lattice embedded in a relativistic 
degenerate gas of electrons. 

● Inverse β decay increases the numbers of neutron-rich nuclei which 
would be unstable on Earth.

● Inner Crust    4.3×10^11  ≤  ρ  ≤  2×10^14 g cm−3 
● Lattice of neutron-rich nuclei together with free degenerate neutrons 

and a degenerate relativistic electron gas. 
● Nuclei begin to dissolve, the neutron fluid provides most of the 

pressure.

● Neutron liquid phase   ρ > 2×10^14 g cm−3 
● Mainly of neutrons with a small concentration of protons and 

electrons.

● Core   ρ ≥ 3×10^15 g cm−3 
● May or may not exist,it depends upon the behaviour of matter in bulk 

at very high energies and densities. 
● Neutron solid ?  quark matter ?   ( Camenzind 2007).
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BH: Einstein & Schwarzchild 
Black holes are a fundamental prediction of the 
theory of general relativity (GR; Einstein 1915). 

A defining feature of black holes is their event 
horizon, a one-way causal boundary in spacetime 
from which not even light can escape 
(Schwarzschild 1916). 



  



  



  



  

Gereral Relativity



  

Equivalence principle



  

Gravitational redshift



  

Black holes



  

Spaghettification 



  

Black holes



  

Black holes

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/meta#apjlab0ec7bib57
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/meta#apjlab0ec7bib166


  

Hawking radiation



  

Black holes



  

Kerr black holes



  

Gravity Probe B



  

Binary systems



Accretion in binary systems

Compact star M  , normal star M  with  M2 < M
1

Normal star expanded or binary separation decreased => normal star feeds compact star

+
CM

MM 12

a



The mass functionThe mass function

Kepler’s 3rd law becomes:

We can also measure :

We define mass function : 



Roche Lobes



Roche lobes and Lagrangian points

Test particle in binary system: equipotential surface 

5 equilibrium points: Lagrangian points

If a star fills its Roche lobe ⇒ mass transfer ⇒ accretion



Formation of an accretion disk



Matter circulates around the compact object:

matter 
inwards

angular moment 
increases outwards

Accretion disk formation



Material transferred has high angular 
momentum so must lose it before accreting => 
disk forms

Gas loses angular momentum through collisions, 
shocks, viscosity and magnetic fields: kinetic 
energy converted into heat and radiated.

Matter sinks deeper into gravity of compact 
object

Accretion disk



Viscosity

 Converts shear to heat

 Heat radiated away

 Energy being lost

 Gas sinks deeper in
    the potential well

Viscosity

Gravitational
potential energy

Radiation

Disc+ viscosityAccretion Disc



M,R m

surface gravity:

grav. force:

work:

total work / potential energy: 

Gravitational Energy



Accretion: gravitational power 
plant

potential energy:

kinetic energy:

thermal energy:

radiation:



The other half of the accretion luminosity is released very close to 
the star.

X-ray    UV    optical

Hot, optically-thin 
inner region; emits 
bremsstrahlung

Outer regions are cool, 
optically-thick and emit 
blackbody radiation

bulge

Disk structure



X-ray sky



Cyg X-1



Efficiency



Examples: White dwarf

M= 0.6 M

R= 10 000 km

E=GMm/R

m = 1 g ⇒

E ≈ 8 x  1016 erg



Example: Neutron star

M= 1.4 M

R= 10 km

E=GMm/R

m = 1 g ⇒

E ≈ 2 x  1020 erg



Example: Stellar black hole
M= 6 M

R ≈ 2GM/c2 ≈ 18 km

E=GMm/R ≈ 0.5 mc2

m = 1 g ⇒

E ≈ 4 x  1020 erg

m = 1 M ⇒

E ≈ 8 x  1053 erg

⇒ If energy released in 
seconds/minutes: GRB luminosity 
(collapsar model)



The Eddington luminosity

M,R

Accretion rate: Ṁ (measured in [g/s] or [M/yr])

Accretion luminosity:

Maximum accretion rate onto a neutron star: 
  

€ 

Lacc =
GM ˙ M 

R
 erg/s[ ]

  

€ 

LE ,NS ≈ 1.8 ×1038  erg/s ⇒  ˙ M E ,NS =
LE ,NSR

GM
≈ 1.5 ×10−8  

Maximum accretion onto a supermassive (108 ) black hole: 

  

€ 

LE ,AGN ≈ 1046  erg/s ⇒  ˙ M E ,AGN ≈ 0.5 

M0/yr

Mo/yr



  

Compact objects on binary systems



  

GWs detection



  

BHs masses 





Example: Active galactic nucleus 
(AGN)

M= 108 M


R= 2GM/c
2 

E=GMm/R ≈ 0.5 mc2

m = 1 g ⇒

E ≈ 4 x  1020 erg

⇒ Are stellar BH as 
      bright as AGN?!



  

M 87



  

NGC 4261



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

CBX



  



  

Sgr A*



  

Sgr A*



  

Sgr A*



  

Sgr A*



  

Sgr A*

Chandra X-ray Telescope



  

Sgr A*

Chandra X-ray Telescope



  

Sag A*



  

Cloud G2



  

Cloud G2

...and in 2015







Galaxy center

30 pc



Virgo Supercluster





M 87



















  

SuperMassive BHs



  

M87*



  

M87*



  

Simulated M87*



  

Black holes masses
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